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We report an experimental demonstration of optical

2DCS in cold atoms. The experiment integrates a

collinear 2DCS setup with a magneto-optical trap

(MOT), in which cold rubidium (Rb) atoms are pre-

pared at a temperature of about 200 µK and a number

density of 1010 cm−3. With a sequence of femtosecond

laser pulses, we first obtained one-dimensional second-

and fourth-order nonlinear signals and then acquired

both one-quantum and zero-quantum 2D spectra of

cold Rb atoms. The capability of performing optical

2DCS in cold atoms is an important step toward optical

2DCS study of many-body physics in cold atoms and ul-

timately in atom arrays and trapped ions. Optical 2DCS

in cold atoms/molecules can also be a new avenue to

probe chemical reaction dynamics in cold molecules.
© 2022 Optical Society of America
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Ultrafast femtosecond lasers usually are not used for studies
in cold atoms since the two systems are apparently incom-
patible in their characteristic time scales. A few experiments
have utilized ultrafast lasers to demonstrate ultrafast manip-
ulation of quantum states and entanglement in trapped ions
[1, 2] and neutral atoms [3, 4], enabling the possibility of atom-
based quantum gate operation at picosecond or shorter time
scales. The high intensity of femtosecond pulses also provides
an opportunity to perform ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy in
cold atoms which has been largely overlooked. Here we report
the implementation of an advanced ultrafast spectroscopic tech-
nique, namely optical two-dimensional coherent spectroscopy
(2DCS), in a cold atom cloud prepared in a magneto-optical trap
(MOT).

Originated in nuclear magnetic resonance [5], the concept
of multi-dimensional Fourier-transform spectroscopy has been
implemented in the optical region using femtosecond lasers
and developed into a powerful tool to study energy level struc-
tures, couplings, and dynamics in a variety of complex systems
such as proteins [6], photosynthetic systems [7, 8], semicon-
ductor quantum wells [9–13], quantum dots [14–17], 2D mate-

rials [18, 19], perovskites [20, 21], atomic vapors [22–35], and
weakly-bound molecules on helium nanodroplets in a molecu-
lar beam [36]. Particularly, double-quantum 2DCS provids an
extremely sensitive background-free detection of dipole-dipole
interactions in both potassium (K) [25, 30] and rubidium (Rb)
[27, 30] atomic vapors. The technique can be extended to multi-
quantum 2DCS which probe multi-atom correlated coherent
states (Dicke states) with a scalable and deterministic number
of atoms, up to eight atoms [30, 32] in a K atomic vapor. The
collective states of higher excited states (D state), in addition to
P state, has also been observed [34] by using double-quantum
2DCS. These studies have demonstrated optical 2DCS as a pow-
erful technique to study many-body interactions and correla-
tions in atomic systems.

However, atomic vapors at room or higher temperatures
pose extra challenges in the quantitative and deterministic
study of many-body interactions and correlations due to the
presence of thermal motion. For example, although the num-
ber density and the mean interatomic separation are known
at a given cell temperature, the exact separation and number
of atoms have a statistical distribution but are not determinis-
tic for each shot of the experiment. The thermal motion also
speeds up the decoherence of many-body states, making it dif-
ficult to form and observe coherent states with a large number
of atoms. In contrast, cold atoms provide a well-controlled and
isolated environment with virtually no thermal motion. Espe-
cially, recent advances in trapping neutral atoms in an array of
optical tweezers [37–42] open the possibility of studying many-
body physics in an atom array with a deterministic number of
atoms and spatial distribution. Demonstrating optical 2DCS in
a cold atom cloud is an essential first step toward this goal. Re-
cent progress in optical 2DCS made it feasible for 2DCS stud-
ies in cold atoms. The sensitivity has been improved such that
the dipole-dipole interaction can be detected at a density (108

cm−3) lower than a typical cold-atom density [30]. Optical
frequency-comb-based 2DCS has achieved a frequency resolu-
tion that is sufficient to resolve all hyperfine levels in Rb and K
atoms [43, 44].

In this letter, we demonstrate the implementation of optical
2DCS in cold Rb atoms by combining a collinear 2DCS setup
with an MOT. Rubidium atoms are laser cooled and trapped in
the MOT at a temperature of ∼ 200 µK. The cold atom cloud in-
cludes approximately one million atoms at a number density of
1010 cm−3. With the excitation pulses provided by the collinear
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup integrating a collinear 2DCS setup with an Rb MOT. AOM: acousto-optic modulator.
QWP: quarter wave plate. PD: photodetector. (b) Relevant energy levels of Rb atoms at the D2 transition and the frequencies of the
lasers used in the experiment. The hyperfine splittings are not to scale.

2DCS setup, we first performed one-dimensional (1D) pump-
probe and transient four-wave mixing (FWM) spectroscopy. We
then demonstrated optical 2DCS and acquired one-quantum
and zero-quantum 2D spectra of cold Rb atoms.

The experimental schematic is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The
system integrates a collinear 2DCS setup (left) with an MOT
(right). Four femtosecond pulses derived from the collinear
2DCS setup are incident on a cold atom cloud prepared in
the MOT to perform 2DCS measurements. The MOT is con-
structed in an octagonal glass cell in which the pressure is main-
tained < 10−8 torr. An Rb dispenser provides both Rb iso-
topes at the natural abundance. Our experiment cools and traps
85Rb atoms. The relevant energy levels and the laser cooling
scheme are shown in Fig.1(b). The cooling laser with an out-
put power of 200 mW is tuned to the transition |52S1/2, F =

3〉 → |52P3/2, F′
= 4〉. The repump laser with an output

power of 30 mW is tuned to the transition |52S1/2, F = 2〉 →
|52P3/2, F′

= 3〉. The cooling laser is divided into three beams
and circularly polarized. The three beams converge at the cen-
ter of the glass cell in three orthogonal directions, two horizon-
tal and one vertical. Each beam is reflected back by a mirror
so there are two counter-propagating beams in each dimen-
sion for Doppler cooling. The repump laser is also incident
on the crossing of cooling laser beams to pump atoms out of
|52S1/2, F = 2〉 state to maintain the cooling cycle. The laser-
cooled atoms are trapped in a magnetic trap generated by a pair
of anti-Helmholtz coils. In our experiment, the Rb atoms are
cooled to a temperature of ∼ 200 µK and the cold atom gas has
a number density of 1010 cm−3.

With cold atoms prepared in the MOT, optical 2DCS exper-
iment is performed by using a femtosecond laser tuned to ex-
cite the D2 transition from |0〉 = |52S1/2〉 to |1〉 = |52P3/2〉.
The femtosecond pulse is about 200 fs in duration at a repeti-
tion rate of 78 MHz. The laser spectrum has a central wave-
length of 780 nm and a bandwidth of 2.6 nm (the standard devi-
ation). The collinear 2DCS setup consists of three nested Mach-
Zehnder interferometers [45], as shown in Fig. 1(a). The fem-
tosecond pulse is split into four pulses (A, B, C, and D) which
each go through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) and are
subsequently combined into one beam. The three time delays
(τ, T and t) between the four pulses are controlled by three
translation delay stages. The four pulses are modulated by
AOMs at slightly different frequencies of ΩA = 80.107 MHz,

ΩB = 80.104 MHz, ΩC = 80.0173 MHz, and ΩD = 80 MHz. At
the same time, a continuous-wave (CW) reference laser coprop-
agates with the pulse laser and is modulated by the AOMs in
each arm of the interferometer. The combined reference laser
beam is detected by a photodetector (PD 1) to provide beat
notes of the AOM frequencies. The femtosecond pulses are in-
cident on the cold atom cloud and generate nonlinear fluores-
cence signals which are detected by another photodetector (PD
2) and a lock-in amplifier. The nonlinear signal induced by a
specific pulse sequence can be measured by lock-in detection
with a corresponding reference frequency obtained by mixing
beat notes of the CW reference laser beams in a digital wave
mixer.

Fig. 2. Pulse sequences for (a) two-pulse pump-probe spec-
troscopy and (b) four-pulse excitation for optical 2DCS.
Double-side Feynman diagrams describing contributing quan-
tum pathways by (c) two-pulse excitation and (d) four-pulse
excitation.

Two different sequences of femtosecond pulses are used in
the experiment. A two-pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2(a) is
used for pump-probe spectroscopy and a four-pulse sequence
shown in Fig. 2(b) is used for optical 2DCS. The pulses with
an asterisk represent that the pulse is considered conjugated,
corresponding to a negative AOM modulation frequency. The
pump-probe spectroscopy can be performed with any pair of
pulses while the other two pulses are blocked. This ensures
a good pair-wise pulse overlap in both spatially and tempo-
rally before starting the four-pulse experiment. Using pulses
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. One-dimensional time-domain spectra for (a) two-pulse
pump-probe experiment and (b) the fourth-order signal due
to four-pulse excitation. Real part X, imaginary part Y, and

amplitude R =

√
X2 + Y2 are plotted. (c) Frequency-domain

spectra obtained by Fourier transforming the time-domain
pump-probe (blue) and fourth-order (red) signals.

A∗ and B as an example, the lock-in amplifier detects the flu-
orescence signal that is modulated at the reference frequency
ΩR0 = −ΩA + ΩB. This signal is resulted from the excita-
tion pathway represented by the double-sided Feynman dia-
gram in Fig. 2(c). The four-pulse sequence in Fig. 2(b) per-
forms a fourth-order excitation and the corresponding excita-
tion pathways are represented by double-sided Feynman dia-
grams in Fig. 2(d). In these processes, the first pulse A∗ cre-
ates a first-order coherence between states |0〉 and |1〉, which
evolves during time delay τ. The second pulse B converts the
first-order coherence into a population in either |0〉 or |1〉 de-
pending on the relative phase. The third pulse C generates a
third-order coherence between states |1〉 and |0〉, which evolves
during time delay t. Finally, the fourth pulse D∗ converts the
third-order coherence into a population in state |1〉 or |0〉. The
population in |0〉 does not emit fluorescence so the correspond-
ing pathways are not shown. The fourth-order population in
state |1〉 decays and emits a fourth-order fluorescence signal,
which can be detected by a lock-in amplifier referenced to the
frequency ΩR1 = −ΩA + ΩB + ΩC − ΩD. This fourth-order
nonlinear signal can be measured as a function of τ, T, or/and
t. When the signal is measured with two varying time delays,
a 2D spectrum can be generated by Fourier transforming the
time-domain signal with respect to two time delays.

We first performed one-dimensional (1D) scans with two

and four pulses. In the two-pulse experiment, the signal is mea-
sured by lock-in detection at the reference frequency ΩR0 =

−ΩA + ΩB as the time delay between A∗ and B is scanned. In
the four-pulse experiment, the signal measured at the reference
frequency ΩR1 = −ΩA + ΩB + ΩC − ΩD as the time delay t
is scanned while the other two delays are fixed at τ = 500
fs and T = 500 fs. The obtained 1D time-domain spectra are
shown in Fig. 3(a) for two-pulse excitation and Fig. 3 for four-
pulse excitation. The X and Y components are real and imagi-
nary parts, respectively, of the lock-in amplifier output and the

magnitude of the signal is R =

√
X2 + Y2. Both 1D spectra

reveal the dynamics of coherence ρ01. The amplitude of oscil-
lations shows virtually no decay within the time window of 10
ps since the coherence time is expected to be much longer at
the ns scale. The signal does not oscillate at the optical carrier
frequency, but at a reduced frequency ν∗ = |νsig − νre f | which
is the difference between the signal frequency νsig and the CW
reference laser frequency νre f . Fourier transforming these time
domain signals gives the frequency-domain spectra in Fig. 3(c),
where the blue curve is the pump-probe spectrum and the red
curve is the fourth-order nonlinear spectrum. The frequency
axis shows the optical frequency calculated from the reduced
frequency as νsig = ν∗ + νre f . Both frequency-domain spectra
have a resonance at 384.2 THz which matches the D2 transi-
tion frequency. The linewidth of the spectra is limited by the
scanned delay time of 10 ps. The amplitude of the pump-probe
spectrum is greater than that of the fourth-order signal since the
pump-probe experiment measures a second-order nonlinear re-
sponse.

Fig. 4. (a) One-quantum 2D spectrum and (b) zero-quantum
2D spectrum of cold Rb atoms. The amplitude of the spectra is
plotted with the maximum normalized to one.

Optical 2DCS measurements can be performed by scanning
two time delays while the third time delay is fixed. A one-
quantum 2D spectrum, as shown in 3(a), was obtained by scan-
ning time delays τ and t with T = 500 fs. Fourier transform
of two time axes generates two frequency axes: absorption fre-
quency ωτ and emission frequency ωt corresponding to τ and
t, respectively. The resulting 2D peak is located on the diago-
nal line at the D2 transition frequency of 384.2 THz. A zero-
quantum 2D spectrum, as shown in 3(b), was obtained by scan-
ning time delays T and t with τ = 500 fs. The mixing frequency
ωT and the emission frequency ωt correspond to time delays
T and t, respectively. The zero-quantum 2D peak has an emis-
sion frequency of 384.2 THz while the mixing frequency is zero
since the population only has an exponential decay with a life-
time of 26.2 ns during time delay T. Both 2D spectra are plotted
with 20 contours with no visible background noise, demonstrat-
ing excellent signal-to-noise ratio. The spectral resolution is 0.1
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THz limited by the scanned time delay of 10 ps so the hyperfine
structures are not resolved. The spectral resolution can be im-
proved by scanning longer delays. However, it is not practical
to have a long enough delay to achieve a sufficient frequency
resolution (29 MHz) to fully resolve hyperfine structures. Opti-
cal 2DCS with such frequency resolution is possible by utilizing
femtosecond frequency combs [43, 44]. The obtained 2D spec-
tra of cold atoms are consistent with the previous experiments
[22, 35] performed in hot Rb atomic vapor, demonstrating the
capability of perform optical 2DCS in cold atoms.

In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated the fea-
sibility of optical 2DCS in cold atom clouds prepared in an MOT
setup. We first probed 1D second-order and fourth-order non-
linear signals to confirm that high-order nonlinear signals can
be generated in cold atoms by femtosecond laser pulses while
maintaining a stable cold atom cloud. We then extended the
experiment to 2DCS by scanning two time delays. Both one-
quantum and zero-quantum 2D spectra were acquired and the
results are consistent with previous experiments in atomic va-
pors. This measurement is extremely robust in probing a spe-
cific high-order nonlinear process in cold atoms. This demon-
stration is an important first step towards the goal of using op-
tical 2DCS to study many-body physics in cold atoms and ul-
timately in atom arrays trapped by optical tweezers. Similarly,
the technique also makes it possible to realize optical 2DCS ex-
periments that have been proposed to study quantum entangle-
ments in trapped ions [46, 47]. Ultrafast spectroscopy has been
traditionally used to study chemical reactions, optical 2DCS in
cold atoms/molecules will open a new avenue to study reaction
dynamics in ultracold molecular chemical reactions [48].
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